


 

 
 
 

 



 
A WREN at WAR: Program Summary 
 
The objectives of this educational program are to teach students about Isabel McDonald, who enlisted in the 
Women Royal Canadian Naval Service (WRCNS or Wrens as they were called) and the contribution of women 
to the Royal Canadian Navy during World War II with a particular focus on their involvement in military 
communications. Students will be guided by research questions and encouraged to think critically while 
examining primary documents. From these documents, students will glean information about McDonald, Naval 
signals and the contributions of women to the war effort. Students will also have the opportunity to learn, 
decode and send messages in International Morse code as well as the concept of Wabun (Kana) Code 
(Japanese Morse Code). There will also be an opportunity for students to learn about wartime vocabulary, both 
slang and technical terms that they may not be familiar with.  
 
To complete this program, 4 classes will be required with the third activity having assigned homework prior to 
the in class activity. Not all the activities have to be completed. Teachers have the discretion to pick and 
choose which activities will most benefit their students. Each activity has its own separate section to allow for 
this flexibility. However the first step for Activity #3 is dependant on the completion of Activity #1 (this step is 
optional but highly encouraged).  
 
 
Activities Include 

● Sifting Through the Evidence - Primary Document Analysis 
● Dits and Dahs! Learning Morse Code 
● Talking the Talk: War Time Vocabulary 

 
 
Activity #1 - Sifting Through the Evidence: Primary Document Analysis 
 
Time Allotment: 1 - 2 classes 
 
The Primary Document Analysis activity will use a series of primary documents related to the WWII service 
of Wren Isabel May McDonald. The students will be broken into groups (4-5 depending on the size of the 
class). The first section of this activity will involve students choosing two documents from their folder and 
analyzing them based on a critical thinking framework. Once they have analyzed those documents, they will 
move on to the second section of the activity where they use the information within those documents to answer 
questions about the service of Wren McDonald. They must make reference to the document where they find 
the answer. 
 
Part of this package included a Teacher’s Resource where you will find a detailed list of the documents, the 
framework for the document analysis and the research questions in a chart format (with answers). Also 
included in the Teacher’s Resource is a summary of the formation of the Wrens, Wren training, Gordon Head 
and a profile of Wren McDonald. Also there are web links to further resources.  
 

 



 
 
Activity #2 Dits and Dahs: Learning Morse Code 
 
Time Allotment: at the teacher’s discretion, this could be done in one class or you may want to assign 10 
minutes of each class to give students time to practice their Morse Code.  
 
Together as an entire class, you will discuss the Learn Morse Code in One Minute handout (included in the 
Student Activity Sheet). You will then listen to a Morse Code message on Youtube, so the students can hear 
what it sounds like (the dits and dahs). Then individually, students will decode the message provided on their 
worksheet (answer is in the Teacher’s Resource for this activity). After that, students will be split into groups 
and they can send their own messages with flashlights to other members of their groups. You may choose to 
just allow the students to send their messages or you could turn it into a competition. The choice is yours.  
 
Activity #3 Talking the Talk: Wartime Vocabulary Activity 
 
Length: 1 class (with preparatory homework) 
 
War changes the way people live. Accordingly, day-to-day language also changes as new terms and concepts 
become incorporated into the vernacular. War time produces an abundance of these terms. Students are 
asked to define several words in order to better understand the primary materials they will be working with. As 
a class, students will also suggest other terms to add to their “dictionary”. 
 
Assign Homework (preparatory task): ask students to compile a list of unfamiliar words they have heard or 
read while “Sifting Through the Evidence”. They will need this list in class the next day. (if you choose to not 
do the “Sifting Through the Evidence” activity, skip this step).  
 
With the students, compile a list of present day sayings/slang words that are new. Challenge them to teach you 
something, or ask them to define “teen talk” that is unfamiliar to you.  
 
Introduce the topic of war time vocabulary, linking it to present day slang and vernacular. Hand out Student 
Vocabulary Assignment sheets and ask students to define the terms listed. As a class, add any other words 
that you feel are unfamiliar or interesting from the primary sources. Have students consult the list they made 
for homework (if you did the first part of this assignment). Review the definitions together to ensure that all 
students have the same information. Hand out crossword and have students complete it – they may work 
individually or in small groups.  
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Activity #1 - Shifting Through the Evidence, Primary Document Analysis - Teacher’s Resource 

 

This part of the program will take 1-2 classes to complete 

  

Primary Sources are the raw materials of history, the original resources historians look to to uncover first hand 

accounts of history. Engaging with primary resources can be challenging to students who have never been 

exposed to them before. The language of a different time, the writing style and the context all create barriers. 

Encouraging critical thinking is key. 

 

Prior to distributing the assignment, engage the students in discussion about what they think a primary 

resource can teach them about a particular topic. Brainstorm these ideas. Instruct them to pick out information 

such as dates, names, places, events etc.  

 

A brief introduction to the Women’s Royal Canadian Naval Service will help students understand the context of 

the documents they will be examining. There are links below to basic information about the service.  

 

List of Documents to Examine For the Assignment 

 

The Students are not to be given this list with the explanations of the documents. It's their job to 

discover this information for themselves. This is only for reference should the student be unable to 

decipher the documents.  

 

● Certificate of Service 

○ Wren McDonald’s physical description and summary of service 

● DND Letter - Report for Interview (1 Sep 1943) 

○ A Letter from the Department of National Defence about coming to Toronto for an interview to 

join the WRCNS 

● DND Memo - Report for Duty (10 Jan 1944) 

○ Memorandum of instructions for Wren McDonald after she enlisted 

● DND Naval Service Letter of Discharge 31 Dec 1945 

○ Letter from Department of National Defence received upon Wren McDonald’s discharge 

● Instructions for Rating Discharged from HMCS York 

○ A list of instructions for Wren McDonald when she was discharged 

● Leave Request Form 

○ Wren McDonald’s request to visit a friend in Detroit 

● Newspaper Article - Army Camp Transformed into Big Navy Signal School 

○ Describes the founding of St Hyacinthe Naval Signals School 6 Oct 1944 

● Newspaper Article - Jenny The Wren Is Unveiled  

○ Article describing the unveiling of the Jenny Wren Statue in Galt (Cambrigde) Ontario 10 Oct 

1972 

● Newspaper Article - The Past Revisited  

○ An article commemorating the HMCS Conestoga 10 Aug 1985 

● Nominal List (typed) of Wren Personnel at Gordon Head 

○ List of Wrens who served at Gordon Head 
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● Selections from Wren McDonald’s Basic Training and Instructions and Class Notes 

○ NOTE: this is a very long document (50+ pages) the relevant pages for the assignment are 13, 

14, 15, 26, 32, 34, 36, 44, 45, 46, 50, 52, 53 

○ This document covers a variety of topics including Naval history, discipline, basic training  

○ There is a second version a transcription (typed) without the hand drawn diagrams, 

(corresponding page numbers are 6 (13,14), 7 (15), 12 (26), 16 (32), 17 (34), 18 (36), 24 (44), 

25 (44,45), 28 (50), 29 (52,53))   

● Station Card 

○ ID card for Wren McDonald with basic biographical information 

● Wireless History Sheet 

○ Wren McDonald’s examinations report card 

 

Primary Document Analysis 

 

When engaging with a primary document it is important to remember a number of key questions: 

1. What kind of document is it? 

a. Is it a letter? 

b. Is it a photograph? 

c. Is it a certificate? 

d. Is it a newspaper article? 

e. Is it an essay? 

f. Is it a government document? 

2. What are its parts? 

a. Is there an author? 

b. Is there a date? 

c. Are there locations mentioned? 

d. Who is mentioned within the document? 

3. Next is the Analysis 

a. What is it talking about? 

b. Can you summarize in your own words the content in the document? 

c. Can you explain why it was written? 

d. What is the historical context? Or What was happening at that time in history? 

 

For this exercise the student groups will choose two documents from their folder and perform an analysis of 

those documents using the questions above. 

 

Example: 

Primary 
Document 
Name 

What Kind of 
Document? 

Name the Parts Analysis 

Certificate of 

Service 

Government 
document/record 

Biographical 
information (address, 
date of birth, next of 
kin, physical 
description etc) All 
about Wren 
McDonald, filled out 

This government record stated the service 
of a woman of the WRCNS. It is a vital 
piece of information to track the service of 
an individual. The document shows that 
Wren McDonald, though in the Navy never 
served on the seas nor did she serve 
outside of Canada. We can tell from the 
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by Wren McDonald 
List of her service 
locations and dates of 
service, date of 
discharge and 
rehabilitation grant. 
Examination 
information. Dates 
included her birth in 
1925, her attestation 
in 1943 and her 
service from 1944 to 
1945.  

document that her period of service was 
1944 to 1945 during the Second World 
War. It was during this war that women 
were first allowed to serve in capacity 
beyond nursing. We can infer that because 
she replaced a male sailor on a shore 
base, that there was one more available for 
sea duties. The need for women to be 
recruited into this shore based service 
showed the need for more men on the front 
lines of the war.  

 

WREN Primary Document Questions and Answers  

 

Question  Answer Source 

Who was Wren McDonald (Official 
Number, Rate, Given Names) 

Official Number: W-4133  
Rate: Wren Wireless Telegraphist, 
SO (W/T) (K) (Special Operations, 
Kana) 
Given Names: Isabel May 
McDonald 

Station Card 
Certificate of Service 

What did she look like? (physical 
description) 

Medium Brown hair, blue eyes, fair 
complexion, 5 feet 6 ½ inches, 
mole on lower lid of right eye 

Certificate of Service 
 

When was she born? 26 August 1925 Certificate of Service 

Where was she from? North Bay Ontario (88 Jane St) Certificate of Service 

How old was Wren McDonald 
when she enlisted? 

18 Certificate of Service 

Was she employed prior to 
enlistment? If so, what did she do? 

Yes, school teacher Certificate of Service 

When did she officially enlist in the 
Women’s Royal Canadian Naval 
Service (ie Date of Attestation)? 
What else did she have to do on 
this particular date? 

10 September 1943  
Interview and medical examination 

DND Letter - Report for Interview 1 
st of Sept 1943 

When and where did she serve 
her country? (dates, places, 
locations) Be Specific 

HMCS Conestoga (Galt ON) 31 
Jan 1944 - 16 Mar 1944 
HMCS St Hyacinthe Que  
17 Mar 1944 - 20 Oct 1944 
HMCS Givenchy (Esquimalt, BC) 
21 Oct 1944 - 31 Oct 1945 
HMCS Naden (Esquimalt, BC) 1 
Nov 1945 - 22 Nov 1925 

Certificate of Service 
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HMCS York (Toronto ON) 
23 Nov 1945 - 12 Dec 1945 

When and where did Wren 
McDonald request to go on leave? 

1300 hours Saturday 11 Mar 1944 
- 2300 hours Sunday 12 March 
1944 Miss Shirley Craig, 8177 
American Avenue Detroit Michigan 

Leave Request Form 

What kind of leave did she 
request? A Long Weekend  or a 
Short weekend 

Short leave Selection of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes, pg 26 

What was the daily rate of pay for 
Probationary Wrens? Could this 
amount increase? If so, for what 
reason? 

$1.05 per day 
Yes - increased to $1.10 after 
Basic Training may be given 
additional proficiency pay in the 
selected category in accordance 
with Canadian Wren Regulations 

DND Memo Report for Duty 10 
Jan 44 

What was she instructed to bring 
with her when she reported for 
training? 

1 coat (preferably a rain coat); 1 
suit and 1 dress (or 2 dresses); 2 
night-dresses or pyjamas; 2 prs 
bloomers, closed at the knee; 1 pr 
low-heeled walking shoes; shoe 
cleaning kit (black & white); 
drinking glass (preferably plastic); 
sewing kit; money belt; 1 pr 
bedroom slippers; 1 dressing 
gown; 1 hat; toilet requisites & 
soap; clothes pins; name tags; 
collar studs; bathing costumes; 2 
suitcases (one reserved for issued 
uniform); no jewellery, except 
watch, ID bracelet; tie pins & cuff 
links; civilian ration book 

DND Memo Report for Duty 10 
Jan 44 

On which date did her pay begin? 31 January 1944 Certificate of Service / DND Memo 
Report Duty 10 Jan 44 

When and where was she required 
to report for training as a 
Probationary Wren?  

Thursday 3 February 1944 HMCS 
Conestoga Galt Ontario 

Certificate of Service / DND Memo 
Report Duty 10 Jan 44 

On which date did she complete 
her Telegraphist Examination? 

20 October 1944 Wireless History Sheet pg 2 

On what topics was she tested? 
What was the required grade? 
What grade did she receive? 

Typing Morse - Req 85, Rec 96 
Typing Plain:Req 90, Rec 97 
Theory - Req 60 Rec 87 
Spec Foreign Proc & Organ: Req 
90, Rec 97 , Req 70, Rec 84 
Technical Req 75 Rec 88 
British Procedure Req 90 Rec 99 
Buzzer Receiving Req 95 Rec 96 

Wireless History Sheet pg 2 
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What special qualification did she 
earn? 

Typewriting Teletyping: D/F 
(direction finding) 

Wireless History Sheet pg 4 

Why was her Certificate of Service 
so important? 

Discharge paper from the Naval 
Service; required when seeking 
future civilian employment 

Instruction for Ratings discharge 
from HMCS York 

What was the purpose of St 
Hyacinthe (what kind of training 
did they provide?) 

Signals Training - one of the 
biggest school in the world (at the 
time) 

Newspaper article former St 
Hyacinthe  Army Camp 
transformed into Big Navy Signal 
School 

Examine nominal list of the Wrens 
who served at Gordon Head 
Special Wireless Telegraphy (W/T) 
station. How many Wrens came 
from each province? Make a chart. 
How many Wrens came from 
Kingston ON (include names and 
addresses).  

ON - 45 
QUE - 18 
MAN - 6 
AB - 3 
SASK - 5 
BC - 6 
NS - 1  
NB - 2 
Other - 1 (USA) 
2 Wrens came from Kingston BM 
Grant (Mrs KC Corbett) 115 Gore 
St 
H Hamilton - 303 Alberta St 

Nominal List (typed) of Wren 
personnel at Gordon Head 

According to Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Notes, what does 
the salute signify? 

Mutual respect and trust between 
officers and Wrens 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 15 

What is Morale and why is it 
important to the military? 

Mental state of individual and 
military unit founded on pride 
tradition and custom also founded 
on respect for and confidence in 
ability of superior officers and 
greatly influenced by conditions of 
service and contentment of 
personnel 
- essential component of military 
discipline  
 
Morale and discipline - most 
consistent source of victory 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 13-14 

Which areas of the ship are 
referred to as the following a) 
Brain, b) Eye, c) Ears, d) Heart, e) 
Arteries, f) Fists  

a) Bridge 
b) Range Finder 
c) Radar and ASDIC 
d) Control Room 
e) Voice pipes 
f) Guns, torpedoes, depth 

charges 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 32 

What are the four branches of the 
Royal Canadian Navy 

1) RCN permanent force 
2) Royal Canadian Naval 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
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Reserve (professional 
seaman of the merchant 
marine) 

3) Royal Canadial Naval 
Volunteer Reserves 
(volunteers from civilian 
life) 

4) Womens Royal Canadian 
Naval Service   

Class Notes pg 34 

In her personal log, Wren 
McDonald uses the phrase “Make 
and Mend”. What does she mean 
by this? 

Spare time from regular duties Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 36 

According to her Basic Training 
notes, there are 3 branches (or 
types) of Communication in the 
Navy. What are they? Give 
examples of each. 

1) Visual Signalling - 
semaphore, lamps, bells, 
heliograph 

2) Wireless Telegraphy - 
radio 

3) Line Telegraphy - 
telephone, telegraph, 
teletype, codes and ciphers 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 44-46 

What is the daily scale of rations 
per Wren (including weekly 
specialty items)? 

Sugar 1 ¾ oz 
Tea 3/16 oz 
Coffee ¼ oz 
Bacon 2 oz 
Cocoa ½ oz 
Milk ½ pt 
Eggs 2 without bacon (12 weekly) 
Fruit Juice 3 oz 
Tomato Juice Twice weekly 
Poultry Twice weekly 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 50 

How much did it cost to feed a 
Wren per day? 

36 cents Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 50 

List the traditional Naval toasts for 
each day of the week? 

Monday: Our ships at sea 
Tuesday: Our ship 
Wednesday: Ourselves 
Thursday: A Bloody War 
Friday: Blank 
Saturday: Our Sweethearts and 
Wives 
Sunday: Absent Friends 

Selections of Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Instruction and 
Class Notes pg 52 (Wed to Sun) - 
53 (Mon-Tues) 

Did Wren McDonald serve on the 
high seas? 

No Certificate of Service 

Upon Discharge and 
demobilization did she receive a 
rehabilitation grant? If so, how 

Yes $100 Certificate Service 
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much did she receive? 

When and where was Wren 
McDonald officially discharged 
(provide date and location)? 

12 December 1945 Toronto 
Ontario 

Certificate of Service / DND Naval 
Service Letter of Discharge 31 
Dec 45 

Who designed Jenny the Wren 
Statue? 

Francis Gage (former Wren) Newspaper Article Jenny the Wren 
is Unveiled pg 1 

Where was the statue erected and 
when was it unveiled? 

Galt ON (now Cambridge) October 
1972 

Newspaper Article Jenny the Wren 
is Unveiled pg 1 

 

Teacher Reference Pages: 
 
Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service (WRCNS or WRENS)  

Background  

Initially formed by King George V during the First World War, the Women's Royal Naval Service would enlist 
women to provide services that men had previously done on land. This was a huge step forward for women 
who were not even allowed to vote. The WRNS was established in 1917 and disbanded at wars end in 1919. 
They were reformed in 1939 and served throughout the Second World War. More than one hundred thousand 
women contributed to the WRNS over the war years.  

Formation of the WRCNS  

As in many areas of the war effort, women began replacing men in jobs on the home front. As more and more 
men were required to fight, women were targeted to fill their places and keep factories, transit, offices, running. 
During the Second World War Canadian officials asked for representatives of the WRNS to help set up a 
similar organization in Canada. By July 1942 the Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service was established.  

Service in this organization was popular and two thousand applicants applied for seventy spaces in the first 
WREN class. On September 19 1942, twenty-two women were passed as officers in His Majesty's Royal 
Canadian Navy. They were the first women to ever carry the King's commission in any British Commonwealth 
Navy. The graduates of the first class were to organize a service that would eventually have over six thousand 
members.  

The first basic training centre was established in Galt, Ontario and carried the name HMCS Conestoga (all 
training centers were named as ships because they were part of the Navy). Women who were destined to be 
coders, visual signalers, teletype operators, switchboard and radio operators, plotters and telegraphists were 
trained at St. Hyacinthe, following their basic training at Galt.  
 
Further information on the Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service can be found at: http://www.naval-
museum.mb.ca/wrens   

Specific to Kana Code: http://www.thememoryproject.com/stories/1203:bea-corbett/ (Testimony of Bea 
Corbett who served with Isabel McDonald)  

 

Websites of Interest:  

The Women's Royal Naval Service (W.R.N.S.) Wren Associations Canada: http://thewrens.com/ 

 

http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.naval-museum.mb.ca/wrens/
http://www.thememoryproject.com/stories/1203:bea-corbett/
http://thewrens.com/
http://thewrens.com/
http://thewrens.com/
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The Naval Museum of Manitoba: https://naval-museum.mb.ca/winnipegs-navy/wrens-a-proud-heritage/ 

Katakana Lessons: http://japanese.about.com/blkatakana.htm   

Books of Interest:  

The Girls of the King's Navy. By: Rosamund “Fiddy" Greer (1983)  

Greatcoats and Glamour Boots: Canadian Women at War (1939-1945). By:  

Carolyn Gossage (2001)  
 
WRCNS Signal Training - St. Hyacinthe  

 

HMCS St Hyacinthe began operations as a naval signals school in October 1941 after the realization that the 

school would need to expand beyond its current capacity. It was deemed economical to use the already built 

Militia Training Centre No 46 in Saint Hyacinthe Quebec instead of building onto the existing school in Halifax.   

 

The school grew quickly, eventually training 2600 sailors and WRCNS in a variety of signalling trades. These 

included visual signalling, telegraphy, coding, radar and as radio artificers. The WRCNS arrived in 1943 to this 

training base and took part in all of these courses except for radio artificers.  

 

Their training was specialized to allow them to serve as Signals Officers on shore bases.  

The Wireless Telegraphy (W/T) Special Operators course required 160 days of instruction for the women of the 

WRCNS to gain proficiency in receiving coded transmissions. Eventually St. Hyacinthe would become the 

largest communications training school in the entire British Empire.  

 
 
 
 
 
Special Wireless Station Gordon Head and the Japanese Kana Code 

 

Gordon Head is a quiet seaside community on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. During World War II, a 

secret Special Wireless Station was established in June of 1940. It was a vital outpost in the Royal Canadian 

Navy’s radio intelligence operation against the Japanese. 

 

Messages were intercepted and bearings on enemy transmission were provided. These messages were in 

Wabun (also called Kana) Morse Code. Wabun Morse code is a form of Morse Code used to send the 

Japanese language in Katakana characters. The Wrens and other signals personnel used specialized Kana 

keyboards, which translated Japanese characters into Roman letters. Around 85 Wrens were trained on 

Wabun Code and by early 1945, the station was operated by the WRCNS.  

 

After the attack on Pearl Harbour in 1941, Gordon Head became part of the US Navy West Coast Network, as 

the US, UK and Canada rationalized their intelligence operations. All raw messages intercepted at Gordon 

Head went through the Seattle headquarters and were then relayed to Washington. This cooperation was vital 

for the war’s eventual successful outcome. The station was closed in 1946 and the building that housed the 

station is now on the University of Victoria’s campus.  

https://naval-museum.mb.ca/winnipegs-navy/wrens-a-proud-heritage/
http://japanese.about.com/blkatakana.htm
http://japanese.about.com/blkatakana.htm
http://japanese.about.com/blkatakana.htm
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WREN McDonald Profile 

 

Isabel McDonald, a native of North Bay, Ontario, joined the Women’s Royal Canadian Navy Service (WRCNS) 

in 1942. She completed her basic training at HMCS Conestoga (also known as the Stone Frigate) in Galt, 

Ontario. When this training was complete Wren McDonald was selected to train at the Naval Communications 

School at St-Hyacinthe, Que. It was here that she was trained to read the special Kana Morse symbols used 

by the Japanese Navy. 

 

After the completion of her training she was first sent to Esquimalt, then to a secret signal outpost in Gordon 

Head, British Columbia. As part of McDonald’s service, she signed the Official Secrets Act. The Wrens worked 

in shifts, mostly at night, and their work location was secret, being transported there in canvas covered trucks. 

Wren McDonald and her colleagues helped to capture and decode valuable intelligence from the enemy and 

discover the points of origins for the intercepted messages.  

 

Wren McDonald left the navy in 1946 and studied at the University of Toronto. She married Rudy Mauro and 

the couple later wrote a book on the RCAF airmen from their hometown of North Bay who died during the war. 

In 2016, Isabel Mauro (nee McDonald) was awarded the Bletchley Commemorative Badge for her service at 

Gordon Head. She passed away on August 22, 2018 just before her 96th birthday.  

 



 
Activity #1 - Sifting Through the Evidence, Primary Document Analysis - Student Worksheet 
 
Examining primary documents can be a challenge if you have never examined them before. A Primary Source 
refers to a document that reflects the first hand life experience of the person in question. They are very 
important for historians to learn about the past but are not always clear in what they mean. Primary document 
analysis requires interpretation. We need to figure out what this particular source is trying to say to us.  
 
When first looking at the document, you want to try to identify what kind of document it is; such as certificates, 
letters, poems, photographs, newspaper articles, etc and try to discover as much information about the person 
as possible. Look for dates, places, people’s names, events to build a biographical sketch of the person’s life.  
 
This file tells the story of Isabel McDonald, a member of the Women’s Royal Canadian Naval Service 
(WRCNS, or Wrens) during World War II. Your task is to find out as much as you can about her and her 
service. The following questions have been prepared to provide you with an idea of what researchers look for. 
Answer them and you will have an idea of what Wren McDonald’s service was like.  
 
Length: 1-2 class periods 
 
Primary Document Analysis 
When engaging with a primary document it is important to remember a number of key questions: 

1. What kind of document is it? 
a. Is it a letter? 
b. Is it a photograph? 
c. Is it a certificate? 
d. Is it a newspaper article? 
e. Is it an essay? 
f. Is it a government document? 

2. What are its parts? 
a. Is there an author? 
b. Is there a date? 
c. Are there locations mentioned? 
d. Who is mentioned within the document? 

3. Time to Analyze 
a. What is it talking about? 
b. Can you summarize in your own words the content in the document? 
c. Can you explain why it was written? 
d. What is the historical context? Or What was happening at that time in history? 

 
 
 
 

 



 
Assignment: For this exercise, choose two documents from your folder and perform an analysis of those 
documents using the questions above. 
 

Primary 
Document 
Name 

What Kind of 
Document? 

Name the Parts Analysis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
Now that you understand how to interpret a primary document, use this knowledge to answer the Research 
Questions about Isabel McDonald’s service using all the documents in your folder.  
 
Assignment:  Along with the other members of your group, look through and examine the Primary Source 
Documents & Materials in this file.  Read the following questions, and answer them accordingly.  Be sure to 
note the source of your answers. 
 
Fill Out You Answers in this Table 

Question  Answer Source 

Who was Wren McDonald (Official 
Number, Rate, Given Names) 

  

What did she look like? (physical 
description) 
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When was she born?   

Where was she from?   

How old was Wren McDonald 
when she enlisted? 

  

Was she employed prior to 
enlistment? If so, what did she do? 

  

When did she officially enlist in the 
Women’s Royal Canadian Naval 
Service (ie Date of Attestation)? 
What else did she have to do on 
this particular date? 

  

When and where did she serve 
her country? (dates, places, 
locations) Be Specific 
 
 
 
 

  

When and where did Wren 
McDonald request to go on leave? 

  

What kind of leave did she 
request? A Long Weekend  or a 
Short weekend 

  

What was the daily rate of pay for 
Probationary Wrens? Could this 
amount increase? If so, for what 
reason? 

  

What was she instructed to bring 
with her when she reported for 
training? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

On which date did her pay begin?   

When and where was she 
required to report for training as a 
Probationary Wren?  
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On which date did she complete 
her Telegraphist Examination? 

  

On what topics was she tested? 
What was the required grade? 
What grade did she receive? 
 
 

  

What special qualification did she 
earn? 

  

Why was her Certificate of Service 
so important? 

  

What was the purpose of St 
Hyacinthe (what kind of training 
did they provide?) 

  

Examine nominal list of the Wrens 
who served at Gordon Head 
Special Wireless Telegraphy 
(W/T) station. How many Wrens 
came from each province? Make a 
chart. How many Wrens came 
from Kingston ON (include names 
and addresses).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

According to Wren McDonald’s 
Basic Training Notes, what does 
the salute signify? 
 
 

  

What is Morale and why is it 
important to the military? 
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Which areas of the ship are 
referred to as the following a) 
Brain, b) Eye, c) Ears, d) Heart, e) 
Arteries, f) Fists  

  

What are the four branches of the 
Royal Canadian Navy? 
 
 

  

In her personal log, Wren 
McDonald uses the phrase “Make 
and Mend”. What does she mean 
by this? 

  

According to her Basic Training 
notes, there are 3 branches (or 
types) of Communication in the 
Navy. What are they? Give 
examples of each. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

What is the daily scale of rations 
per Wren (including weekly 
specialty items)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

How much did it cost to feed a 
Wren per day? 

  

List the traditional Naval toasts for 
each day of the week? 

  

Did Wren McDonald serve on the 
high seas? 

  

Upon Discharge and 
demobilization did she receive a 
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rehabilitation grant? If so, how 
much did she receive? 

When and where was Wren 
McDonald officially discharged 
(provide date and location)? 

  

Who designed Jenny the Wren 
Statue? 

  

Where was the statue erected and 
when was it unveiled? 
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Activity #2 - Dits and Dahs! Learning Morse Code - Teacher’s Resource 
 
International Morse Code is an alphabet that encodes the 26 English letters and some additional characters 
into a series of dots and dashes, or dits and dahs. This is achieved by differing the duration of the sound, with 
dots or dits being quick and dashes or dahs being longer. Kana Code is a form of Morse code that used to 
send the Japanese language in katakana characters. It’s official name is Wabun code. It is a far more difficult 
and complicated form of Morse code to learn due to the complexity of the Japanese language. During her 
training, Wren McDonald was taught Kana (Wabun) code in order to intercept Japanese radio traffic off the 
west coast of North America. It took her 160 days of intensive training to learn how to receive this code.  
 
Task: For this activity students will have the opportunity to listen to, as well as practice decoding and sending 
messages in (standard) Morse Code.  
  
Required Materials 
 

● Standard Morse Code chart (included below) 
● Wabun/Kana Code chart (included below) 
● Student Handout: Learn Morse Code in One Minute - Instructions and Chart (included in the Student 

Handout for this activity) 
● Morse code sound clip video with letters on screen, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J8YcQETyTw 

Morse Code Message: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8psJg4Zs-ag 
● Flashlights/Pens/Pencil/sheets of paper 

 
Length: at the teacher’s discretion, this could be done in one class or you may want to assign 10 minutes of 
each class to give students time to practice their Morse Code.  
 
Procedure 
 

● Discuss with students (as an entire class) the nature of Wren Isabel McDonald’s work for the Naval 
service. Discuss the differences between standard Morse Code and Japanese Morse Code or Kana 
Code (use charts to visualize), and the history of Morse Code in general. 

● Explain to students that they will have an opportunity to learn and use standard Morse Code (Kana 
code requiring much more time to learn). 

● Have students practice listening to Morse Code as suggested on the Student Handout: Learn Morse 
Code in One Minute! (there are various videos on YouTube that could be used for practice, such as the 
one linked above).  

● Once students have a sufficient grasp of this particular activity, have them decode the provided 
message  

● Next they will have the opportunity of sending and reading their own messages in Morse Code using 
flashlights. 

● Option: Have a Morse Code competition between Learning Groups. Send a message in Morse Code 
and time how long it takes each group to decipher it.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J8YcQETyTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8psJg4Zs-ag


 
Answer Sheet 

Can You Decode the Morse Message?  
Follow the Morse Code Alphabet to decipher the message  
The slashes indicate a break between the letters and the start and finish of a word 
 

/   -   /   ….   /   .   / 
   T        H       E 
 
/   --   /   .   /   ...   /   …   /   .-   /   --.   /   .   / 
    M     E        S        S      A       G        E 
 
/   --   /   ..-   /   …   /   -   / 
    M       U        S       T 
 
/   --.   /   .   /   -   / 
     G      E      T 
 
/   -   /   ….   /   .-.   /   ---   /   ..-   /   --.   /   ….   / 
   T        H         R       O        U       G        H  
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Teacher Resource Links 
 
Morse Code 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse_code 
 
https://www.artofmanliness.com/articles/morse-code/ 
 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Morse-Code 
 
https://nrich.maths.org/2198 
 
Wabun (Kana) Code 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wabun_code 
 
http://self.gutenberg.org/articles/eng/Wabun_code 
 
https://www.zl2al.com/3488/wabun-the-japanese-morse-code/ 
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Activity #2: Dits and Dahs! Learning Morse Code - Student Handout 
 
For this activity you will be given the opportunity to compare two forms of Morse code; International/Standard 
Morse code used by the Allies in World War II and Wabun (Kana) code used by the Japanese. You will listen 
to clip(s) of Morse code and decipher provided message(s), then you will decode the message below using the 
Morse alphabet and finally you will get to send your own Morse messages using flashlights. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Can You Decode the Morse Message?  
 
Follow the Morse Code Alphabet to decipher the message  
The slashes indicate a break between the letters and the start and finish of a word 
 

/   -   /   ….   /   .   / 
 
 
/   --   /   .   /   ...   /   …   /   .-   /   --.   /   .   / 
 
 
/   --   /   ..-   /   …   /   -   / 
 
 
/   --.   /   .   /   -   / 
 
 
/   -   /   ….   /   .-.   /   ---   /   ..-   /   --.   /   ….   / 
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Activity #3 - Talking the Talk: War Time Vocabulary  - Teacher's Resource 
 
War changes the way people live. Accordingly, day-to-day language also changes as new terms and concepts 
become incorporated into the vernacular. War time produces an abundance of these terms. Students are 
asked to define several words in order to better understand the primary materials they will be working with. As 
a class, students will also suggest other terms to add to their “dictionary”. 
 
Materials Required 

● Student Vocabulary Assignment sheet 
● Dictionary 
● Crossword Activity Sheet 
● Internet access - some terms may not be in a standard dictionary, www.dictionary.com  
● Some military abbreviations are difficult to understand, here is a resource website: 

https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/discover/military-heritage/Pages/military-abbreviations.aspx 
 
Length: 1 class (with preparatory homework) 
 
Procedure 
 

● Assign Homework (preparatory task): ask students to compile a list of unfamiliar words they have 
heard or read while “Sifting Through the Evidence”. They will need this list in class the next day. (if 
you choose to not do the “Sifting Through the Evidence” activity, skip this step) 

● With students, compile a list of present day sayings/slang words that are new. Challenge them to teach 
you something, or ask them to define “teen talk” that is unfamiliar to you.  

● Introduce the topic of war time vocabulary, linking it to present day slang and vernacular.  
● Hand out Student Vocabulary Assignment sheet and ask students to define the terms listed. 
● As a class, add any other words that you feel are unfamiliar or interesting from the primary sources. 

Have students consult the list they made for homework (if you did the first part of this assignment) 
● Review the definitions together to ensure that all students have the same information.  
● Hand out crossword and have students complete it – they may work individually or in small groups.  

 
Task: Using a dictionary/Internet define the following terms from the Second World War. All of these terms 
were from Isabel McDonald's daily life as a WREN and she was required to be familiar with them. Use a piece 
of paper from your notebook to make a dictionary for these words. Be sure to indicate if the word is a noun, 
verb etc., and to define the word in the context of World War Two.  

 
● D/F  
● Rate  
● Rank  
● Draft  
● Appoint  
● Grog  

● Victual  
● S.O.  
● W/T(K)  
● Katakana  
● Destroyer  
● Minesweeper  

● Cruiser  
● Convoy 
● Leave  
● C.O.  
● E.O.  
● D.O.  

 

http://www.dictionary.com/
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/discover/military-heritage/Pages/military-abbreviations.aspx


 
Answer Key 
 
D/F: (verb and/or noun): Direction Finding  
 
Rate (noun): A naval rank (position) that is not 
conferred by commission or warrant. It may refer 
both to the rank and to the sailor. (British term for 
enlisted personnel)  
 
Rank (noun): A naval rank (position) that is 
conferred by commission or warrant.  
 
Draft (verb): to select for some purpose: as a: to 
conscript for military service b: to select by draft; 
refers to the reassignment of a rate (not an officer)  
 
Appoint (verb): a: to fix or set officially; b: to name 
officially; refers to the reassignment of an officer 
(not a rate)  
 
Grog (noun): alcoholic liquor; especially liquor (as 
rum) cut with water and now often served hot with 
lemon juice and sugar sometimes added  
 
Victual (verb): to supply with food; to eat; to lay in 
provisions  
 
W/T(K) (noun): Wireless Telegraphist (Kana)  
 
S.O. (noun): Special Operations  
 
Katakana (noun): form of Japanese syllabic writing 
used for scientific terms, official documents, Morse 
Code etc.  
 
Destroyer (noun): A small, fast, highly 
maneuverable warship armed with guns, 
torpedoes, depth charges, and guided missiles  
 
Minesweeper (noun): A ship equipped for 
detecting, destroying, removing, or neutralizing 
explosive marine mines  
 
Cruiser (noun): One of a class of fast warships of 
medium tonnage with a long cruising radius and 
less armor and firepower than a battleship  

 
Convoy (noun): A group, as of ships or motor 
vehicles, traveling together with a protective escort 
or for safety or convenience  
 
Leave (noun): “vacation” time; must be formally 
requested, reviewed and granted; has specific 
timelines that must be abided by.  
 
C.O. (noun): Commanding Officer  
 
E.O. (noun): Executive Officer  
 
D.O. (noun): Divisional Officer  
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Crossword Answer Key  
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Activity #3  - Talking the Talk: War Time Vocabulary  - Student Worksheet 
 

Word Noun/ 
Verb 

Definition 

D/F   

Rate   

Rank   

Draft   

Appoint   

Grog   

Victual    

S.O.   

W/T(K)   

Katakana    

Destroyer    

Minesweeper   

Cruiser    

Convoy   

Leave    

C.O.   

E.O.    

D.O.   
 
 
 



 
Crossword Activity 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
Appoint a: to fix or set officially; b: to name officially; refers to the reassignment of an officer (not 

a rate) 

ASDIC Anti-submarine detector invention committee: an early form of sonar used to detect 
submarines. 

Attestation a formal statement that you make and officially say is true 

C.O. Commanding Officer 

Cipher a secret or disguised way of writing; a code. 

Commission a warrant conferring the rank of officer in an army, navy, or air force. 

Convoy A group, as of ships or motor vehicles, traveling together with a protective escort or for 
safety or convenience 

Cruiser One of a class of fast warships of medium tonnage with a long cruising radius and less 
armor and firepower than a battleship 

D.O. Divisional Officer 

D/F Direction Finding 

Demobilization the action of releasing someone from one of the armed forces, especially at the end of a 
war 

Destroyer A small, fast, highly maneuverable warship armed with guns, torpedoes, depth charges, 
and guided missiles 

Discharge to release from service or duty 

Draft to select for some purpose: as a: to conscript for military service b: to select by draft; 
refers to the reassignment of a rate (not an officer) 

E.O. Executive Officer 

Grog alcoholic liquor; especially liquor (as rum) cut with water and now often served hot with 
lemon juice and sugar sometimes added 

Heliograph an apparatus for telegraphing by means of the sun's rays flashed from a mirror 

Katakana form of Japanese syllabic writing used for scientific terms, official documents, Morse 
Code etc. 

Leave “vacation” time; must be formally requested, reviewed and granted; has specific 
timelines that must be abided by. 

Mend and Make Spare time from regular duties 

Minesweeper A ship equipped for detecting, destroying, removing, or neutralizing explosive marine 
mines 

Morale Mental state of individual and military unit founded on pride tradition and custom also 

 



 
founded on respect for and confidence in ability of superior officers and greatly 
influenced by conditions of service and contentment of personnel 

Morse Code either of two codes consisting of variously spaced dots and dashes or long and short 
sounds used for transmitting messages by audible or visual signals 

Nominal List List of names 

Official Secrets Act a government law that is designed to prohibit and control access to and the disclosure of 
sensitive government information; offences cover espionage and leakage of government 
information. 

Plotters a device or person used to plot on charts/maps/graphs 

Range Finder an instrument used in gunnery to determine the distance of a target 

Rank A naval rank (position) that is conferred by commission or warrant. 

Rate A naval rank (position) that is not conferred by commission or warrant. It may refer both 
to the rank and to the sailor. (British term for enlisted personnel) 

Ration a food allowance for one day 

Ration Book he ration books contained removable stamps good for certain rationed items, like sugar, 
meat, cooking oil, and canned goods. A person could not buy a rationed item without 
also giving the grocer the right ration stamp 

Rehabilitation Grant an amount of money issued to discharged members of the armed forces for personal 
use. Payable at 6 months service 

S.O. Special Operations 

Semaphore a system of visual signaling by two flags held one in each hand 

Telegraphy the use or operation of a telegraph apparatus or system for communication 

Teletype a printing device resembling a typewriter that is used to send and receive telephonic 
signals 

Travel Warrant a document allowing for travel 

Victual   to supply with food; to eat; to lay in provisions  

W/T(K) Wireless Telegraphist (Kana) 

Wabun Code is a form of Morse code used to send Japanese language in katakana characters. 
Unlike International Morse Code, which represents letters of the Latin script, in Wabun 
each symbol represents a Japanese kana. 

Wren nickname of Women of the WRCNS, following after the British example, Wren (the bird) 
is a prominent figure on their crest 
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Annex A - Primary Documents 

(excluding Wren McDonald’s Basic Training Instructions and Class Notes) 
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Nominal List 
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